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Animal Clinic of Lawrenceville
Lawrenceville, IL
Gary D. Van Winkle, DVM

“Purchasing the Olympic Versa-Lift was one of the wisest decisions I’ve ever made. It is easy to use, sturdily built, and easy to maintain. The battery life is exceptional too. If you’re concerned about the hazard of you or your staff lifting and moving large dogs, I highly recommend purchasing the Olympic Versa-Lift.”

Orcas Veterinary Service
East Sound, WA
Swaran Dhaliwal, DVM, CVA

“Our Olympic Veterinary Versa-Lift is a crucial addition to the hospital. It saves our backs, especially when we have to lift a bigger patient! I am impressed by the smooth motion of the lift and how easily maneuverable it is around corners. The IV pole also helps whenever a patient requires fluids. Thank you!”

Central Victoria Veterinary Hospital
Victoria, BC
Evelyn McKinty, RVT

“Our hospital purchased the Olympic Versa-Lift to replace a gurney that the hospital had been using for more than 30 years. As a 24 hour emergency and specialty referral hospital, animals are being moved on and off tables and to all areas of the facility many times a day. We really enjoy the way the Versa-Lift easily maneuvers around tight corners and that we are able to raise it to the same height as any table, counter top or vehicle, which makes moving the large dogs much easier on the back. We would recommend this lift to other veterinary facilities.”

Winkler Veterinary Clinic
Winkler, Manitoba
Dr. Jacqueline Enns

“We love our new Olympic Versa-Lift. It is used daily in our clinic to transport larger dogs to and from surgery. It is also used to lift patients up into our bath tub or onto our x-ray table. It has been making moving pets a lot easier on our staff. I can see the use of the Olympic Versa-Lift extending my career at least 5 years.”

Waynesboro Veterinary Clinic
Waynesboro, PA
Kimberly Powell, CVT

“Our practice purchased a Versa-Lift about 2 years ago, and it has been a life-saver. It was originally intended to save our backs when we are transporting animals post-surgery, but we have found that we use it for far more than that. We have been using it to transport large animals that are non-ambulatory to and from their vehicles, to move pets that are injured for diagnostic imaging, and we even used it as an extra exam table in the lobby when our power went out! The removable hard top and soft stretcher are very useful without the table as well. The IV pole is also very helpful for transport. Our practice and our spines are very grateful for our Versa-Lift!”